Louise Byrne Production Music Licence
Please read carefully the terms and conditions of the music licence. We will keep a copy of this
licence. Your licence is activated upon purchasing your music product.
Licence between Louise Byrne Music and.............................................................................[you]
Date of licence commenced:...............................................................................[date of purchase]
The Terms:
We grant you permission to use the music listed in your invoice for all your productions. This is a
non exclusive licence as we always retain the original copyright of the music. The rights are non
transferable.
1. You are permitted to use the music as part of your media productions for internet use, DVD,
television productions, film, radio or other multi-media broadcast.
2. You are granted all synchronisation rights in the composition and sound recording dubbing
feed for the above uses.
3. You can edit, shorten or loop the music.
4. The licence covers all the mechanical rights in the respect of the mechanical reproduction of
videos, DVDs, computer games or other products in any format now known or invented in
the future for commercial sale or rental.
5. The licence covers worldwide usage and is a full commercial licence.
6. There is no limit to the number of copies of the production you make.
7. All music is registered with the PRS collecting society in the UK. If your production is
broadcast on TV or radio the broadcaster is responsible to notify any royalty collecting
agency of the composer’s name and track title. If your programme is broadcast please send
the broadcaster the following details to ensure the correct royalty is collected:
1. The track title.
2. The composer's name & CAE/IP Number : Louise Byrne & 636276237
3. The duration of music used.
8. The term of this licence is for your lifetime.
Limitations:
1. This licence does not cover audio only products as the music must be embedded as part of a
soundtrack.
2. You may not sample the musical works for use in audio only productions or remix the tracks
without first obtaining written permission from Louise Byrne Music.
3. You may not resell this music to another user. Only you have been granted the rights to use
the music. These rights are non transferable.
Warranty:
1. We have full rights and authority to grant you these rights.
2. The music does not infringe the copyright of any persons.
Credit:
1. Please give Louise Byrne a music credit where possible.
It is not a legal requirement but this is always greatly appreciated.
Licence authorised by Louise Byrne.
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